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Abstract
About Paddy Transplanter Machine
The product that we have taken is a new age Paddy Transplanter Machine which is one
of its kind in the industry. It solves several problems faced by the farmers, which is
unsolved till date. It uses SRI Technique. The System of Rice Intensification involves set
of ideas, a methodology for comprehensively managing and conserving resources by
changing the way that land, seeds, water, nutrients, and human labor are used to
increase productivity from a small but well-tended number of seeds.
This machine is made by Mohit Dahiya who has passed his diploma in mechanical
engineering and is pursuing BTECH in mechanical engineering specialized in design field
from LPU Jalandhar. He has scored 1st Position in AIU (Association of Indian University).

Working
This machine is one of its kind and does 3 functions simultaneously which is
transplanting, creating mud hills and manure grinding. It is attached to the tractor and
does it work. It plants in an area of 1 acre in 1.5 hours.
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Functions
● Transplanting - The first step is 8 to 12 days old seedlings which are grown in

the nursery are loaded on machine and one by one they will be transplanted
using SRI Technique they are grown at a distance of 25 cm away from each other
providing the required spacing.

● Creating Mud Hills/ Mud Rage- This is unique about our product. This reduces

the water consumption and ensures providing adequate water to each plant for
better results. This is done by a special part which creates a hill like structure and
plant is transplanted in that dunged out space. This is done by this part.

•

Manure Grinding - This function is also done simultaneously when the plant
is transplanted in the dugout space beside that manure is poured in that area
for only providing manure directly to the roots which reduces the effect of
microorganism on it.
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Benefits of Paddy Transplanter

Saving on Labour
Cost

Less Root Injury

Less chances of
disease

Ensures uniform
spacing

Optimize use of
manure

Healthy
Transplantation

Saves water
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Project Summary
With the gradual, growing shift of opportunities towards Agro-economic businesses and
conservation of planet while creating global business through local resources our project
report speaks about one such product which first made its debut in LPU created by Dahiya
Agricultural Tools which outstands in the ever changing rice market and extensively reduces
water consumption for the production of this water consuming crop.
It is a futuristic machine that is available today at an attractive price which is phenomenally
lower when compared to its peers. The industry in itself is ever-booming with tons of
potential. There are nearly 1000 varieties of rice available across the globe, but in India white and
brown rice are the most common variety cultivated due to climatic conditions.
The target farmers will be those having at least 10 acres of land arable for rice cultivation.
With a fixed capital of 2cr. And an estimated loan amount of 1.5cr. The company is all set to
produce 1000 machines for the first 6-7 months of the business. With current ratio ranging
from 1-1.27 within a span of five years and a gross profit ratio of 18.95 (Avg.), the key ratios
are all set to increase the interest of investors making this business a booming success.
With Avg. ROI of 40.98 of five years, our company is increasing its ROCE from 4.18% to 46.82.
Within five year the company’s EBITDA is increasing from 5.67% to 13.27%. The factory is to
be set in Ludhiana and the two major risk are competition risk and act of god risk which are
well tackled with and are mitigated meticulously.
This machine is going to be the next big thing in SRI (System of Rice Intensification) and is
going to bring a revolutionary change in the way our farmers produce rice and is going to
prove itself to be the magic beans for our investors.
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Industry & Market
Industry Analysis

India has the 10th largest arable land resources in the world. With 20 Agri – climatic regions, all 15 major
climates in the world exist in India. The country also possesses 46 out of the 60 soil types in the world.
India is the largest producer of spices, pulses, milk, tea and jute and the second largest producer of
wheat, rice, fruit and vegetable. On an average, developing economies have larger percentages of the
population dependent on Agriculture; however, the percentages have decreased over time as a large
number of people have migrated to the urban area every year. For an instance, according to the World
Bank report, the world’s rural population has declined from 67% in 1960 to 45% in 2017. This has led to
an increasing demand for agricultural equipment in the country. Due to decreasing agricultural labour,
the prices of farm labour are rising. Hence, it is expected to increase the demand for rice Transplanter
market during the forecast period.
During 2018-19 crop year food grain production is estimated at record 284.95 million tonnes, in 201920, government of India is targeting food grain production of 291.10 million tonnes. As per Union Budget
2020-21, allocation of Rs 2.83 lakh crore was made for the ministry of agriculture. Ministry of food
processing has been allocated Rs 1,233 crore. PMKUSUM scheme was expanded to provide 20 lakh
farmers for setting up standalone solar pumps and further help another 15 lakh farmers solarise their
grid connected pump sets.
Rice is the staple food of more than half of the world population with more than 700 million
metric ton produced annually at a global level. It is a crop that ensures food security in many
of the developing countries of the East Asia and the Southeast Asia regions. The world’s
largest rice producers in 2018 were China and India. India is the largest exporter of rice in the
world. It accounts for almost 24% of the total global rice exports. India is also the leading
exporter of the basmati rice in the global market. The major countries importing rice from
India are Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Iraq with 9.3%, 9.2% and 7% of the total rice export
shares from India, respectively.

Society Friendly
The technological improvements in Indian agriculture since mid-sixties have brought about
revolutionary increase in agricultural production. In India very few people are aware about different
existing transplanter, their benefits and requirements in order to achieve higher productivity and yield.
As for paddy transplanter, the transplanting method requires the field to be perfectly levelled. Since the
transplanting is done in about 15 to 17 days after seeding, if the field is not level then weed management
is a huge issue. Uneven fields also result in uneven planting since some transplanter does not properly
plant in such cases. Since most farmers are used to planting old seedlings (25 to 30+ days), they view
machine transplanting is more troublesome to manage. This is again a slowly changing with the
subsidies offered by some states for machine transplanted paddy, and by advanced farmers opting for
SRI methods. Use of rice transplanter also generates an alternate source of income for rural youth
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through custom services on nursery raising and mechanical transplanting. The adaptation of all these
machines can certainly increase given labour shortage if farmer collectives are formed that share
machineries.
The only ones who don’t use mechanization are marginal/small farmers who cannot generate enough
capital to buy mechanization. Banks don’t give enough loans for that.
It is true that farm mechanisation has shown good results as of raising the agricultural production and
improving the standard of living of cultivators within very short period. But still a number of arguments
have been advanced against farm mechanisation such as small size and scattered holdings of the
farmers, inability of farmers to purchase costly machineries, high cost of fuel, high hiring cost, wastage
of grains, lack of awareness on credit facilities etc.

Future of this Industry
The present technology of paddy production leaves behind ecological foot prints caused by overuse of
fossil fuels and synthetic fertilizers that pollute almost a quarter to one third of world’s annual fresh
water supply. Overuse of water contributes to emission of greenhouse gases causing more global
warming. Besides, input costs are high and the additional inputs, particularly synthetic fertilizers to
increase production are leading to diminishing or constant returns over the years. The method is ill
suited for rain-fed areas. The rice translation process is generally manual which involves number of
labor. The process of manual rice transplantation is not so efficient as compared to the mechanical rice
transplantation. Machine transplanting using rice transplanter requires considerably less time and labor
than manual transplanting. It increases the approximate area that a person can plant. The distribution
of food grain production which shows the rice production is major in India Mechanism is needed to raise
productivity in rain fed upland and rain fed lowland and to increase cropping intensity in irrigated farms.
Seed drills give better plant population, reduce cost and give higher yields of rice. Use of pre-germinated
paddy seeders in puddle wetland condition give similar yield like manual transplanting but reduce labour
requirement by 75-80%. Mechanical transplanting of rice is the process of transplanting young rice
seedlings, which have been grown in a mat nursery, using a self-propelled rice transplanter. In
conventional manual transplanting practice, 8-12 labours are required to transplant one acre. However,
if a self-propelled rice transplanter is used, three people can transplant up to four acres in a day. Rice
paddy transplanter is highly recommended for the local farmers of though beforehand the farmers need
to be educated regarding its proper use since mechanized transplanter requires mat – type nursery.
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Market Size & Growth
India is the second largest producer of milled rice in the world with 112.91 thousand metric tons
according to 2018 data. There are nearly 1000 varieties of rice available across the globe, but
in India white and brown rice are the most common variety cultivated. Due to climatic conditions of
India, the rice is usually produced in monsoon season. In 2018-19, Government of India is focusing on
food grain generation of 285.2 million tons. As indicated by the Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion (DIPP), the Indian sustenance preparing industry has in total pulled in Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) value inflow of about ₹ 664.03 bn between April 2000 and June 2018.
Government of India is supporting farmers in various forms like Discount in some agricultural
equipment, and by distribution of seeds and fertilizers. Helping farmers by financial assistance through
subsidy and loan availability on crop.
Availability of High-level seeds and increase in recent technological methods in agricultural industry,
availability of huge fertile land with a good climatic condition for production of rice are key drivers in
Indian rice market.
Climatic changes definitely effect the outcome of production and also high requirement of water,
labour and vast land challenges Indian rice market. Expensive equipment and insufficient technological
development in equipment are key restrains of this market.
The segmentation of Indian rice market is specified by state. West Bengal is the leading rice producer of
India with the almost half of its agricultural land is under rice production. It produced around 15.75
million tons of rice during the year 2018.
The overall market for basmati rice is foreseen to ascend to ₹13462.88 bn by 2024, multiplying at a
strong CAGR of 11.0% amid the period from 2019 to 2024. India's all out rice send out in 2018 added up
to the ₹ 538.819 bn making it the biggest exporter of rice. The fare of Basmati rice has been persistently
commanding India's rice send out crate as indicated by the information given by Trade Promotion of
India.
The increase in familiarity with health results the brown coloured rice market is growing with an
abnormal state CAGR enables the brown rice to advertise. The demand for various industries identified
with agriculture gives plenty of chances in equipment manufacturers, seed developers, fertilizers.
Rice can be used in various industries, Craft Beers are made in a conventional, non-motorized brewery
and in some cases contain nearby flavours and unique ingredients in relation to the standard definition
and Assam rice is renowned for brew producers.
Targeted size:
They have a robust, prudent and conservation financial strategy roadmap, resulting in
considerable economic value generation for stakeholders. They have assumed that they are
going to serve only 10% of the available market (₹11.74 crore) which is ₹1.74 crore in terms
of production. And the target farmers will be those, who is having land more than 10 acre of
land for cultivation of rice.
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Capital Allocation
Capital allocation is the process of distributing a company’s financial resources with a
purpose of enhancing the firm’s long-term financial stability and value creation and
providing fair returns to providers of risk capital.

WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENT
FY
2020-2021

Amount (%)
4,38,00,000

2021-2022

5,46,51,888

2022-2023

6,81,85,881

2023-2024

8,50,55,065

2024-2025

10,60,87,486

Working capital requirement
85055065
68185881
54651888
43800000

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025
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Items

Amount (Rs.)

Additional
CAPEX

19600000

Term Loan

1,17,60,000

Cash

7840000

Term Loan

Debt Finance

Cash

Capital

Amount (Rs.)

Fixed capital

2,24,95,448

Debt finance

1,57,46,814

Equity finance

67,48,634

Equity Finance

For more details Check on to “CAPEX” sheet on:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zAvTNzJSYy8TNpJctMoE-xdrnoqlwD9x/view?usp=drivesdk
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Location, Land & Building
Placement of Factory
Location of the
manufacturing unit is at
Sahnewal, Ludhiana.

Rent of Land for the
factory is in the Industrial area
of Ludhiana, amounting ₹
20Lacs p.a.

Construction of the
factory will be done with
the prefabrication shed.
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Plant & Machinery
Technology, Production Layout and Process
The manufacturing of proposed products involve various manufacturing processes like cutting
of steel sections, knocking, fabrication, bending fixtures, welding, drilling, turning making subassemblies, fitting & final assembly etc. where steel sections & other parts/components like
hollow bars, cranks & shafts, wheels and trays will be out sourced & purchased as per own
design & specifications. The manufacturing also involves inspections at various stages like
timing tests, overall torque test, warnings & operations till they are finally assembled &
packed as per their Quality assurance standards/plans. Our paddy transplanter is made up
with dense seedling transplanting which is a technology of reducing the number of seedling
mats needed per unit area by equipping the rice transplanter with the precise operation to
pick seedlings from the mat sowed at high density. We are using the System of Rice
Intensification that involves set of ideas, a methodology for comprehensively managing and
conserving resources by changing the way that land, seeds, water, nutrients, and human
labour are used to increase productivity from a small but well-tended number of seeds. SRI is
an amalgamation of multiple beneficial practices.
For such a new age product that requires intensified processing high tech technology
machines are used ranging from Automatic Hydraulic Press Machines to Hydraulic Forging
Press that helps in effective and efficient utilization of the resources.
The following are the presumptions made while preparing this project report.
•
•
•

The establishment of unit involves an electrical connection of 184 KWH
The viability calculations in the project are based on the 80% initially to 100%
capacity utilization of the project.
While preparing the project, the following per machinery production capacity has
been considered.
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PROPOSED PRODUCTION CAPACITY
S.NO

PARTICULARS

1.)

Main Body
Rectangular Hollow bar (Beam) (2 Part)
Rectangular Hollow bar (Main Beam)
Square Tubing(Front Pillar)
Rectangular Tubing
Sliding Mechanism for padding arm
Block (Dove Tail)
Block (Male of dove tail)
Plate (End Closer for Dove Tail)
Shafts
Shaft 1 (Wheel Shaft)
Shaft 2 (Upper Crank)
Shaft 3 (Hopper Shaft)
Shaft 4 (lower Crank)
Shaft 5 (Padding Tray shaft)
Bearings
Bearings 1 (2 Item)
Bearings 2 (8 Item)
Bearing
Plates
Plate 1 (wheel)
Plate 2(Hopper)
Plate 3 (Crank)
Plate 4 ( Upper Crank)
Plate 5 (Con Rod)
Sheets
G.I Sheet (Hopper)
Stainless Steel (Paging Tray)
G.I Sheet (Body Cover)
Chains
Chain-1
Chain-2
Chain-3
Chain-4
NUTS
30 Nut and bolt
20 Nut and bolt
14 Nut and Bolt
TOTAL

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

6.)

7.)

8.)

MATERIAL

Expected Price (In Rs)
33,800

Mild Steel

Cold Rolled
Steel

MILD Steel

33,800
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Processing & Layout
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Other Fixed Assets & Fixed Costs
Fixed Assets

DESCRIPTION
Building Sheds
Automatic Hydraulic Press Machine

AMOUNT
22,50,000
8,00,000

CNC lathe machine

60,00,000

Vertical Machining Center VMC 1000M / 1200M

70,00,000

600 feet Conveyor Belt

15,00,000

Convention Lathe 16 feet

15,00,000

Convention Lathe 6 feet

6,00,000

Convention Lathe 4 feet

2,00,000

Slotter

1,00,000

Surface Grinder

3,00,000

MIC Welding Machine

4,00,000

Hydraulic Forging Press

10,00,000

Crank Jig & Fixtures

2,00,000

Office Chairs

10,000

Office Desks

6,500

Air conditioner Panasonic

1,05,000

Dell Desktops

1,65,950

Dell Laptop

68,000

HP Laser Printer

19,398

Nashua Copier

5,000

Microsoft Office 2010

3,400

Toyota Hilux 3.0
TOTAL

2,62,200
2,24,95,448
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Fixed Costs

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Rent

20,00,000

Auditor’s Fee

2,00,000

Insurance

1,50,000

Total

23,50,000

Fixed costs(Amt)

Rent

Auditor's Fee

Insurance

For more info, Check onto the “FIXED ASSET REGISTER” sheet on:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zAvTNzJSYy8TNpJctMoExdrnoqlwD9x/view?usp=drivesdk
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Manpower, Raw Material,
Utilities
Manpower
The link between manpower and company projects is fairly simple Manpower is proportional to
productivity. The more people are available to work, the faster projects can be completed or the more
projects a company can take on. Conversely, a lack of adequate manpower prevents businesses from
completing tasks.

FY

Inflation (%)

2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
2024-2025
2025-2026

3.98
3.97
3.95
3.94

Labour cost of 1 Total
machine
cost
10000
10398
10811
11238
11681

labour

6000000
11486560
14334572
1787400
22300119

Raw material
When a company uses raw materials inventory in production, it transfers them from the raw materials
inventory to the work-in-process inventory. When a company completes its work in-process items, it
adds the finished items to the finished goods inventory, making them ready for sale.

FY

Inflation (%)

Raw material

Total raw material
cost

2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
2024-2025
2025-2026

3.98
3.97
3.95
3.94

33800
35145
36541
37984
39480

20280000
38824573
48440712
60428993
75374401
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Utility Bill
Utility bills for consumers and businesses are basically structured the same; businesses simply
have many more accounts and charges to monitor than consumers.

FY

Fixed for 5 months

Bill for remaining Total
months

2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
2024-2025
2025-2026

1324800
2274240
2387952
2507350
2632717

15000
18375
19294
20258
21271

1339800
2292615
2407246
2527608
2653988
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Financial Summary
1.

Return on Investment (ROI): It is the ratio of profit made in a financial year as a
percentage of an investment. In other words, ROI reveals the overall benefit (return) of
an investment using the gain or loss from the investment along with the cost of the
investment. The return on investment ratio calculates the percentage return
(profitability) on an investment. Check out the following ROI formula:

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
FY
2020-2021
PAT
9,39,601.86
TOTAL
INVESTMENT
ROI

2021-2022
38,08,585.08

2022-2023
28,03,790.38

2023-2024
62,99,217.29

2024-2025
1,05,31,984.96

67,48,634.40

67,48,634.40

1,45,88,634.40

1,45,88,634.40

1,45,88,634.40

13.92

56.43

19.22

43.18

72.19

In the above table, we have calculated ROI in terms of percentage. For the FY 2020-21 the ROI resulted
to be 13.92% as the Profit after tax amounted to Rs. 9,39,601.86 and Total investments amounted to
Rs. 67,48,634.40. So, in the same way we have calculated the ROI for the upcoming FYs.

Percentage change of ROI has been illustrated below:

ROI
In (%)

FY 2020-21
13.92

FY 2021-22
56.43

% change
305

FY 2022-23 % change
19.22
-65.94

FY 2023-24
43.18

%
change
124

From the above table, we can observe an increasing trend in the ROI of the firm as it is
increasing with every year which is a true sign of profitability as the firm is able to utilize its
investment efficiently and earn huge profit. Therefore, Return on Investment can be used to
measure the profit of an investment but it is better to evaluate the investments against proper
time frame as well to get the real profit margins or the percentage of profits.
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2. Return on Capital employed (ROCE): It is a financial ratio that determines a
company’s profitability and the efficiency the capital is applied. A higher ROCE implies
a more economical use of capital; the ROCE should be higher than the capital cost. If not,
the company is less productive and inadequately building shareholder value. Use the
following formula to calculate ROCE:

EBIT = Earnings Before Interest and Tax
Capital Employed = Total Assets – Current Liabilities

RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED
FY
2020-2021
PAT
9,39,601.86
TOTAL
INVESTMENT
1,57,46,813.60
ROCE
5.97

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

38,08,585.08

28,03,790.38

62,99,217.29

1,05,31,984.96

1,54,71,403.58

2,67,02,867.37

2,60,83,279.81

2,53,56,955.40

24.62

10.50

24.15

41.53

In the above table, we have calculated ROCE in terms of % and ROCE for the FY 2020-21 resulted to
5.97% as the Profit after Tax amounted to Rs. 9, 39,601.86 and our Total investments amounted to Rs.
1,57,46,813.60. And then after third year the ROCE keeps on increasing at a good rate and this
provides a better indication of financial performance for companies with significant debt.
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Percentage change of ROCE has been illustrated below:
ROCE
In (%)

FY 2020- FY 2021- %
21
22
change
5.97
24.62
312

FY 2022-23
10.50

%
change
-57.35

FY 2023- %
24
change
24.15
130

FY 202425
41.53

There is an increasing trend in the ROCE of our business since its first year of operation which shows
that our firm does the better job of deploying its capital. A higher ROCE indicates more efficient use
of capital. ROCE should be higher than the company’s capital cost; otherwise, it indicates that the
company is not employing its capital effectively and is not generating shareholder value.

For more info, check the “ROI” & “ROCE” sheet on:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zAvTNzJSYy8TNpJctMoExdrnoqlwD9x/view?usp=drivesdk
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Financial Ratios
1. Current Ratio:
The current ratio is a liquidity ratio that measures a company's ability to pay shortterm obligations or those due within one year. It tells investors and analysts how a
company can maximize the current assets on its balance sheet to satisfy its current
debt and other payables.
FORMULA:
Ratio = Current Assets/Current Liabilities

Financial
Year
Current
Assets
Current
Liabilities
Current
Ratio

2020 - 2021

2021 - 2022

2022 – 2023

2023 – 2024

2024 – 2025

3, 06, 52, 088

4, 96, 24, 489

6, 44, 66, 964

9, 41, 43, 492

13, 25, 90, 541

2, 91, 12, 000

4, 22, 21, 477

5, 85, 71, 036

7, 89, 49, 630

10, 43, 57, 558

1.05

1.17

1.10

1.19

1.27

Graphical representation:
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In the above graph it is clearly represent that the Current ratio is increases by 11.42% from
FY2020 -2021 and then it decreases by 5.98% from FY2021 – 2022 and after that it is
continuously increasing. And it is a good indicator for the business because business is able
to pay off its short-term obligation from its current assets.
2.

Quick Ratio:
Quick ratio is a liquid ratio which measures the ability of the enterprises to meet its
short-term financial obligation.
FORMULA:
Quick Ratio= Liquid assets/ Current Liabilities

Financial
Year
Liquid
Assets
Current
liability
Quick ratio

2020 – 2021

2021 – 2022

2022 – 2023

1, 39, 92, 088

2, 88, 36, 808 3, 85, 31, 421 6, 17, 91, 495 9, 22, 38, 543

2, 91, 12, 000

4, 22, 21, 477 5, 85, 71, 036 7, 89, 49, 630 10, 43, 57, 558

0.48

0.68

0.66

2023 – 2024

0.78

2024 – 2025

0.88

Graphical Representation:
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In the above graph it is clearly represent that the quick ratio is increases by 41.66%
from FY 2020 – 2021 and then it decreases by 2.91% from FY2021 – 2022 and after
that it is continuously increasing. And the quick ratio is less than 1 which means that
the current liability is more that it’s liquid assets.

3. Interest Coverage Ratio:
This ratio establishes the relationship between net profit before interest and tax and
interest on long term debts.
FORMULA:
Interest coverage ratio = Profit before Interest and Tax/Interest on long term debt

Financial
Ratio
EBIT
Interest
Expenses
Interest
Coverage
Ratio

2020 – 2021

2021 – 2022

2022 – 2023

2023 – 2024

2024 – 2025

16, 67, 914
5, 62, 500

1, 01 ,85, 260
5, 70, 45, 72

1, 25, 96, 339
9, 29, 77, 62

1, 82, 19, 275
1, 08, 08, 431

2, 50, 89, 958
1, 26, 99, 388

2.9

1.78

1.35

1.68

1.97
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Graphical Representation:

It is clearly represented in the graph that the interest coverage ratio is declining in the
starting year because of capex in the 3rd year. And due to this capex interest cost
increases. Therefore, it decreases by 38.62% from FY2020 – 2021 because in the first
year there is no interest cost on the term loan because of 1-year moratorium period.
But after that it decreases by 24.16% from FY21 – FY222 and so on.

4. Inventory Turnover Ratio:
This ratio establishes relationship between cost of revenue from operation and
average inventory carried during that period.
FORMULA:
Inventory turnover ratio = COGS/Average Inventory

Financial Year
COGS
Opening
Inventory
Closing
Inventory
Average
Inventory
Inventory
Turnover Ratio

2020 - 2021
3, 24, 20, 000
0

2021 - 2022
8, 98, 32, 379
1,66,60,000

2022 – 2023
11, 20, 84, 395
2, 07, 87, 682

2023 - 2024
13, 98, 28, 862
2, 59, 35, 543

2024 – 2025
17, 44, 14, 968
3, 23, 51, 996

1,66,60,000

2, 07, 87, 682

2, 59, 35, 543

3, 23, 51, 996

4, 03, 51, 998

8, 330, 000

18, 723, 841

23, 361, 612.5

29, 143, 769.5

36, 351, 997

3.89

4.80

4.80

4.80

4.80

Graphical Representation:
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The objective of this ratio is to ascertain whether investment in stock has been
judicious or not. It increases by 23.39% from FY2020 – 2021 and after that it is
constant. It shows that more sales are being produced by a rupee of investment.

5. Gross Profit Ratio:
It is a ratio which establishes the relationship of gross profit and revenue from
operation
FORMULA:

Gross profit Ratio = Gross Profit/Revenue from Operation*100

Financial
Year
Gross Profit
Revenue
from
Operation
Gross Profit
Ratio

2020 - 2021

2021 - 2022

2022 - 2023

2023 - 2024

2024 – 2025

75, 80, 000
4,00,00,000

2, 00, 78, 021
10,99,10,400

2, 50, 51, 416
13,71,35,811

3, 12, 52, 317
17,10,81,179

3, 89, 82, 374
21,33,97,342

18.95

18.26

18.27

18.27

18.27

Graphical Representation:
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In the above graph it is clearly represent that the gross profit ratio decreases by 3.7% from
FY2020 – 2021 but after that it is constant because of economics of scale.
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Quality Standard, Control &
Statutory license
Following certificate are required:

Seed Quality Control Certificate

BIS Certification

Pollution Control Certificate

Environment Clearance Certificate

ISO certificate

Patent License
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Risk Impact & Mitigation
Plan
1. Competitive Risk: It is the chance that competitive forces will prevent you from achieving a
goal. It is often associated with the risk of declining business revenue or margins due to the
actions of a competitor.
As we know that there are various manufacturers of the Rice Transplanter machine in the
market then it becomes really important for us to look for ways that we differentiate our
product from the rest so that we do not lose our value customers and avoid losses. Managing
this risk is not just about waiting for the alarm bells to go off; it’s more about being prepared
to tackle the resulting situations. It is also about being proactive enough to convert a risk into
your lucky break.

Mitigating Competitive risk:
•
•
•
•

Set up a team: Form a competitive-risk assessment team that works to help the company to
comprehend the extent of competitive risks it faces.
Identify your competitors: Locate other businesses in the same segment. Gather information
regarding their products and future from information available in the public domain.
Develop new technology: Invest more in research and development activities. Keep track of
developments taking place in your primary field and in other closely associated areas.
Focus on customers: Develop feedback mechanisms to keep track of customer expectations.
Before you decide on a new product to develop, check if it’s going to satisfy consumers’ needs.

2. Regulatory Risk: It is the risk that a change in regulations or legislation will affect a
security, company, or industry. Companies must abide by regulations set by governing bodies
that oversee their industry. Therefore, any change in regulations can cause a rippling effect
across an industry. Regulations can increase costs of operations, introduce legal and
administrative hurdles, and sometimes even restrict a company from doing business.
Regulatory risk is any threat to any firm's financial, organizational, or reputational standing.
A well-defined compliance process can reduce your organization's overall risk of violating these
standards—and facing the consequences.

Mitigating Regulatory risk:
•

Adopt a unique compliance strategy: Such a strategy may anticipate future industry trends
across business, products, services, and geographies. This will help the organization gain a
competitive advantage through well-planned compliance management programs.
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Technology and tools: The right combination of technology and best practices can make our
compliance process more effective. With today's tools and technologies, it is not that difficult
to stay ahead. An efficient approach for managing compliance risk is to use tools that can
extract data from our systems and then tell what is deviating from the desired policies.
Framework to manage compliance risk: A compliance framework refers to a set of guidelines
and policies that discuss how an organization can adhere to compliance regulations. Typically,
it is developed by the compliance and risk management teams in an enterprise. It may be built
from scratch, or existing frameworks can be leveraged.
Enterprise-wide risk management process: Risk and compliance should be integrated into an
enterprise-wide risk management process. This will ensure that any risks and compliance
issues faced by the organization are not considered in isolation. It should include all activities
related to risk management and compliance, and it should provide a framework that can be
leveraged to assess an organization's exposure to risk. This helps the organization make timely
and well-informed decisions.
Training: To better manage compliance risks, we should have a well-defined process as well
as well-documented policies, procedures, and guidelines. Corporate leadership should
communicate expectations and values. It is imperative that training help make everyone
aware of what he or she should adhere to—all related laws, regulations, and company policies.
Periodic checks should also be conducted to ensure that people are following the rules—at
least, until the compliance culture fully takes effect.

3. Reputation Risk: There has always been the risk that an unhappy customer, product failure,
negative press or lawsuit can adversely impact a company's brand reputation. However, social
media has amplified the speed and scope of reputation risk. Just one negative tweet or bad
review can decrease our customer following and cause revenue to plummet.
A new company is prone to reputation risk as brand is the real asset of any new company and
having a good customer rapport and market reputation goes a long way for better sustenance and
functioning of our company.
Mitigating Reputation Risk:
• Regularly monitor what others are saying about the company online and offline.
• Keep quality top of mind to avoid lawsuits and product failures that can also damage
our company's reputation.
• Protect ourselves against data breaches
• Keep our employees happy to prevent reputation risk.
• Be mindful of ethical conduct.
• Manage external reputation risks.
4. Unforeseeable Risk: All business involves risk. From natural disasters, such as fire and flood,
Locust swarm, act of god to theft, or building works on your doorstep that disrupt your trade.
It’s impossible to predict, let alone prevent, all future risks. Such risks cause a pit stop to the
company’s revenue and functioning.
As we know our final product is related to crops and risks like locust swarm and earthquakes
will be fatal to our customers and we do not want to left any stone unturned when it comes
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to the utmost satisfaction of our customers. Covid-19 is also such a risk that can hinder with
the company’s working.
Mitigating Unforeseeable Risk:
•
•
•
•

Identify your risks
Managing Risk (insurance, financial help etc.)
Cover all bases
Seek Advice

5. Execution Risk: The risk that a company's business plans will not be successful when they
are put into action. Things will go in the path that they have set or totally different. These
are ambitious targets and
the execution risk is
high,
because challenges for
the whole sector are significant. When you start exploring new ideas, you are usually in a
space of maximum uncertainty. Solving for execution risk begins by understanding its root
causes.
As this business is will suffer a lot with execution risk as it is totally based on assumptions.
Mitigation execution risk:
•

•

•

Map the Strategy: An organization must clearly map mission, vision, and strategy in order to
determine what they want to accomplish. A strategy map is a one-page illustration that shows
what the organization hopes to accomplish in terms of the customer, financial, and societal
goals, and how it will achieve desired results using processes and resources.
Identify Risks using the Strategy Map: Since the strategy map describes initiatives the firm
must successfully complete in order to achieve the best possible outcome for shareholders
and stakeholders, it can be used to identify potential risks. Categories of risks that should be
assessed include; Customer perspective, Process perspective and Learning and growth
perspective.
Transfer: Activities with low probability of occurring, but with a large financial impact. The
best response is to transfer a portion or all of the risk to a third party by purchasing insurance,
hedging, outsourcing, or entering into partnerships.

6. Innovation Risk: New products and services are created to enable people to do tasks better
than they previously could, or to do things that they couldn’t before. But innovations also
carry risks. Just how risky an innovation proves to be depends in great measure on the choices
people make in using it.
If the riskiness of an innovation depends on the choices people make, it follows that the more
informed and conscious their choices are, the lower the risk will be.
Mitigation Innovation Risk:
•
•

Trademark Your Name: When your company’s idea is strongly tied to its name, trademarking
the name can provide some protection. The legal documents establish a timeline that shows
when you were developing the idea, providing indisputable evidence in court.
Get a Provisional Patent: While you may not be able to afford a full patent, a provisional patent
can give you the security you need to start shopping around. Keep in mind that it expires after
a year, and you cannot extend, so once you receive it the clock will be ticking.
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Do a Rep Check: Before revealing your ideas to anyone, make sure that they haven’t been
involved in any disputes in the past. A quick internet search should show if the person in
question has a good reputation or if they have an iffy history.
Build-Measure-Learn: With the insights you gain from your users, you’re able to create
hypotheses around generating further customers. The Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop
focusses on experimenting in short, fast iterations and validating each hypothesis with real
customer data.
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Annexure
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Bills of components and raw material
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Raw material and component of per machine-

Agreement of 15% equity from IIT, Mandihttps://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=0f0318906c&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r1896199125839076679&th=172c72043f785161&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=f_kbkokzrm0

First-hand information of product quotation https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=0f0318906c&attid=0.3&permmsgid=msga:r1896199125839076679&th=172c72043f785161&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=f_kbkome6a2
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